Abstract: Some commercialised vehicle models have been equipped with semi-autonomous parking systems. However, gaps to fully automated solutions still exist and cost considerations further constraint its acceptance among consumers. This paper proposes a low-cost vision-based approach to fully self-reverse parking system. The vision is based on ridge detector and Kalman filter to identify and track the parking slot boundaries. The vehicle position and orientation are estimated from the vision system in real-time. It serves as a consistent feedback to the revised sliding mode control (SMC) system which controls the vehicle to follow the desired path. Due to the high estimation accuracy and consistency from the vision system, the results obtained based on 200 on-field tests illustrated that the proposed approach was able to park the vehicle robustly. With its easy setup and excellent performance, this approach can be implemented onto existing vehicles practically with minimal additional cost.
Introduction
Recent advances in vehicles with autonomous parking systems have drawn much attention and interests from researchers, media and the general public. So far, several commercialised car models have adopted various types of self-parking systems to a certain extent. However, most of them require human intervention. For example, in the Toyota Prius, the driver needs to regulate the speed of the vehicle by pressing and releasing the brake pedal. The system only takes control of the steering wheel. BMW remote park assist system requires the driver to stand beside the car and press a button on the remote key. Thus, gaps still exist to render a fully self-parking system.
Parking can be categorised into two major groups based on the parking slot orientation with respect to road, namely reverse parking and parallel parking. The focus of the paper is on reverse parking; however, all the concepts except path generation can be applied directly to parallel parking too. To realise autonomous parking, typically three basic steps are needed, namely target position designation and tracking, path planning and path following/tracking.
The target position designation and tracking is to estimate the pose of the vehicle with respect to parking slot from time to time so that it can provide real-time feedback to its control systems. The target position designation and tracking can be roughly divided into three categories according to the implemented sensors, including active ultrasonic or laser sensor-based, infrastructure-based and vision-based methods.
1 The active sensor-based method is commonly used in parallel parking system. When the vehicle passes by a parallel parking slot on either side of the vehicle, the parallel parking system collects range data and registers the range data using odometry sensors to create depth map. Some typical examples can be found in Heilenkötter et al. (2006) , Pohl et al. (2006) and Jung et al. (2008) . However, this system has high potential of failure in the case of reverse parking due to the large incident angle between the sensor beam and the side facets of nearby vehicles (Degerman et al., 2007) . Moreover, the final parking accuracy depends on the nearby vehicle parking orientation.
2 As for the infrastructure-based method, plenty of modifications are required to carry out on existing parking systems. Li et al. (2010) proposed a prototype parking system which uses ultrasonic sensors to provide positioning and orientation information to the vehicle. In the work by Wada et al. (2003) , it requires the car park to be equipped with car park digital map, localised positioning system, and communication modules with the parking administration systems. However, these may not become the practical approaches since they all require to install additional hardware components on the current car parks.
3 Among these three categories, vision-based methods give the cheapest and simplest solution. For example, Fintzel et al. (2004) and Kaempchen et al. (2002) made use of the vision system to identify adjacent parking vehicles as the boundary of the available car park slot while in the work by Xu et al. (2000) and Jung et al. (2006) , the car park slot markings are recognised by a single camera. However, as pointed out by Jung et al. (2008) , vision-based methods may suffer from different drawbacks, including poor lighting conditions, shadows, reflection from car surface, etc. However, benefitting from new advances arising in image processing technologies, vision-based methods are becoming more practical and realisable.
Therefore, in this paper, we proposed to use just one single webcam as the vision input device. The ridge detector is implemented in the image processing to identify the parking slot markings. It has been proven to be more robust than the conventional edge detector in the lane line marking identification as shown by López et al. (2010) . In our application, with some improvements on the ridge detector, we also verified that it worked unexpected robust under poorly-lit environment, such as open air car park during night.
To further improve the estimation consistency and accuracy, we implemented Kalman filter in between consecutive image sequences.
In path planning domain for reverse parking, many geometrical path generators have been proposed in the literature to generate a continuous-curvature path. Dubins (1957) and Reeds (Reeds and Shepp, 1990) , who led in the field, have proved that to navigate a vehicle from one pose to another, the shortest paths must consist of minimum turning radius arcs and straight line segments. Inspired by this concept, Jiang and Seneviratne (1999) , Wada et al. (2003) and Wang et al. (2011) further proposed several algorithms to address this problem in their respective works. Way points concept were adopted by other researchers, such as Wada et al. (2003) and Li and Chang (2003) . Wang et al. (2014) proposed double circular trajectory algorithm. It consists of two arcs only, the first is based on the minimum turning radius arc and the second one is free to adjust based on the available space. But the key idea from all these deviated algorithm is still the same, which are all based on arc-line type of path. A common disadvantage of their works is that their algorithm is not always guarantee a feasible path due to the minimum turning radius constraint. It strongly depends on the vehicle initial pose with respect to the car park slot centre to determine a feasible path. Taking the double circular trajectory (Wang et al., 2014) as an example, it only works when the vehicle initial pose is perpendicular to the reverse parking slot. In this paper, we proposed a new arc-line-based path planning algorithm which guarantees to find a feasible path under any initial pose.
To design the path following controller for the nonlinear vehicle system, a lot of proposals are available in the literature, ranging from classical PID controller to more modern adaptive controllers such as model predictive control (Gao et al., 2014) , back-stepping-based control (Dong and Kuhnert, 2005) , sliding mode control (SMC) (Macek et al., 2008) , fuzzy-neural network (Khoshnejad & Demirli, 2005) , etc. Among all these controllers, SMC has been claimed to be one of the ideal solutions for such a nonlinear system, considering its computation complexity, stability and practical manoeuvrability (Solea and Nunes, 2006) . It also works robustly under system uncertainties and disturbances.
However, through our implementation, we also notified a flaw on SMC. As shown later, the control signal is not smooth using conventional approaches even when precautions have been carefully taken into consideration in the design of sliding surface. Several unexpected spikes arise, inducing strong vibrations to the vehicle. In this paper, we revised the conventional SMC design through augmented variables so that the spikes in the control signal can be suppressed to a large extent.
In this paper, a complete set of solutions to self-reverse parking system is proposed. It is proven to be robust, reliable and practical. The main contributions of the work include 1 A low cost and practical reverse parking system. It utilises just one webcam for data collection.
2 An accurate and consistent vehicle pose estimation scheme based on ridge detector and Kalman filter. The improved ridge detector guarantees the parking slot markings can be extracted along any orientation while the Kalman filter imposes the tempo continuity in the pose estimation from frame to frame. This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 provides detailed explanation on the image processing process, including how to setup the ridge detector. Section 3 elaborates the formulation of the Kalman filter and the improvement on the image processing. The path generation algorithm and SMC design will be illustrated in Section 4. The experiment setup and results will be illustrated in Section 5, and conclusions will be drawn in Section 6.
Image processing

Parking slot boundary extraction
To improve the image processing robustness under varying illumination conditions, ridge detector is implemented to extract the parking slot boundaries. Unlike other detectors, it directly extracts the medial axis of an elongated and bright structure in the image. Moreover, it is invariant to detection structure orientations.
The ridge of a smoothen grey-level image refers to the medial axis of an elongated and bright structure in the image. The concept can be visualised by considering the image as a landscape with intensity represented along the z axis or height. The intensity increases as it gets closer to the medial axis of a bright structure, which forms the shape of a ridge as illustrated in Figure 1 .
Moreover, ridgeness quantifies how well the pixel neighbourhood resembles a ridge. At the medial axis of the bright structure, its neighbourhoods at both sides contribute to the formation of the ridge; therefore, it has a higher ridgeness value. This observation enables the detection of bright structures by a simple thresholding method. This is also one of the root factors explaining why ridgeness is more robust than others as it takes its neighbourhood pixels into account instead of just two pixels. It avoids the local field of view issue.
Although the original application in López et al. (2010) is for road lane lines detection, we have improved it so that it is applicable to parking slot marking detection. Ridgeness is a loosely defined terminology and there exist different versions of mathematical definitions. In this paper, we adopt the version in López et al. (2010) to compute ridgeness since it has been proven to be largely effective. First, the original grey-level image L(x) is convoluted (*) with a 2D Gaussian filter .
is taken as the intensity value (I) in HSI colour space as it has clear advantages compared to H or S or other colour spaces (such as RGB) (Sun et al., 2006) .
The gradient vector field at each pixel along row (u) and column (v) direction is computed as:
σ s x similar to Hessian matrix, is computed by dot product (·) of gradient vector for each pixel:
The structure tensor field is computed by convoluting each ( ) d σ s x matrix with another Gaussian filter :
The eigenvector ( )
x is obtained corresponding to the highest eigenvalue of .
There exist explicit solutions for eigenvector and eigenvalue to speed up the computation.
The ridgeness is then defined by the positive value of divergence of ( ).
The parameter adjusted in this application is ,
which is an anisotropic Gaussian kernel with covariance matrix López et al. (2010) , σ dy is constant as the road lane line in the image is closer to vertical direction and there is no horizontal structure to be detected. And σ dx varies in a fixed pattern. But for this application, as the parking slot boundaries in the image can be at any orientation, σ dy has to be varying as well in order to detect the possible horizontal structures and the varying patterns of both σ dx and σ dy have to be adaptive in real-time based on the vehicle pose with respect to the parking slot. Therefore, here both σ dx and σ dy are varying with its corresponding row number in the image. σ dx at each row is approximated as half of the width of the vertical structure to be detected while σ dy is half of the width of the horizontal structure. The approximation depends on image size, camera height, camera viewing angle, actual slot boundary width and vehicle pose with respect to the parking slot. All the parameters except the last one can be measured a priori and taken as constants throughout the running period. The last parameter will be from the Kalman filter pose estimation. The detailed parameter setup for our implementation is tabulated in Table 1 , in which the values for σ dx and σ dy are for initialisation purpose. The first row in Figure 2 illustrates this calculation process, where we can see that the medial axis of the parking slot boundaries have higher ridgeness than the rest (brighter). This feature enables the threshhold. The brighter portion at the image boundaries will be ignored since convolution there is not accurate.
After ridgeness threshold, just a simple filtering step is needed to remove the noise pixels. First, a connected components labelling operation is carried out, then those components with small number of connected pixels will be removed (< 25 pixels).
A sequential RANSAC line fitting algorithm (Toldo and Fusiello, 2008 ) is implemented to detect all the lines representing the visible parking slot boundaries, then followed by a line assignment process to determine which boundary the lines belong to. In order to reduce the computational time, the RANSAC is implemented in parallel. The line assignment process is based on Kalman filter prediction (Section 3). From the predicted vehicle pose, a simulated parking slot image can be realised based on the pre-measured camera height and viewing angle. And thus, all its boundary medial axis can be expressed in the image coordinate system. The fitted lines from the real image will then be compared with each of the simulated medial axis in terms of gradient and average pixel distance. For example, if one fitted line has similar gradient with the slot left boundary, we will compare its average pixel distance to both left and right boundaries since the gradient difference between left and right boundary is not significant and therefore it is not conclusive to assign the fitted line based on its gradient only. The average pixel distance can be calculated as:
where (x i , y i ) represents one pixel on the fitted line, N is the total number of pixels on the fitted line and Cx + Ey + F/2 = 0 refers to the simulated slot boundary medial axis. The fitted line will be assigned to the slot boundary with smaller pixel distance. The implementation of Kalman filter here imposes tempo continuity on the slot boundary detection. Due to the symmetrical property of the slot, when only one corner of the slot is in the camera view, image processing based on single image only may result in two different line assignments, which leads to wrong pose estimation. Based on the Kalman filter prediction, we can select the correct one.
Vehicle pose estimation
The vehicle pose (θ, d) with respect to each parking slot boundary can be calculated based on the fitted lines since every point on the line can be inversely-projected back from the 2D image coordinate ( , ,1)
through its intrinsic M in and extrinsic M ex calibration matrix.
The explicit solution with respect to the bottom boundary based on the coordinate system in Figure 3 is shown below, while solutions with respect to other boundaries can be worked out similarly.
( ) 1 1 1 sin cos sin cos cos cos sin
Y is the height from the camera to the ground and j is the camera viewing angle. These two values are assumed to be fixed once the camera is installed. This argument is valid for this application because the parking velocity is normally very low (1-2 km/hr) and the slot surface is flat in most cases. 
where X is the state vector, Δ refers to the time interval, f defines the nonlinear relationship and U is the process performance noise. The measurement matrix is ( )
where W k is the measurement noise. Full state measurement is not available in this setup as , x z and θ require additional sensors. The availability of x, z, and θ depends on the vehicle pose as some or all of the boundaries are not within the camera view sometimes. k X refers to a subset of X k , of which the measurements are available.
The process performance and measurement noise covariance matrixes are defined as Q and R, respectively. σ is the corresponding variance. 
The Kalman filter takes place in the following manner:
1 The state prediction is
2 The minimum prediction MSE matrix is
3 The Kalman gain is ( )
4 The state estimation is
5 The minimum MSE matrix is
A k and H k are the Jacobian matrix of f and h with respect to X k . The structure of H k varies according to the available measurements. 
The varying structures in H k and Z k make sure that even when some of the measurements are missing, a valid estimation is still available to feedback to the SMC. Under the case when not both left and right boundaries are in the first image, the vehicle initial position needs to be estimated based on an assumed parking slot width, which may potentially introduce errors into Kalman filter from the beginning if the assumed width deviates from the real one. Therefore, whenever the width information is available, Kalman filter needs to be re-initialised. Same argument applies to the length/depth of the parking slot. This re-initialisation prevents the initial error from inflating as iteration continues. This also makes the system adaptive to different parking slot sizes.
Path generation and SMC
As aforementioned, to change the vehicle from one pose to another with the shortest traveling distance, the vehicle has to follow a path consisting of straight lines and arcs of minimum turning radius. Based on this, a new path generation algorithm is proposed which ensures that a feasible path is available at any given initial pose. Although the path is not continuous in terms of curvature at the arc and line connecting points, it will not induce any problems as far as this application is concerned due to the low travelling vehicle speed (1-2 km/hr).
First, the basic path models are defined in Table 2 . The first letter refers to steering direction (straight, left, and right) and second refers to moving direction (forward, and backward). Figure 4 depict some of the examples. All of these basic paths, except for the case of n = 4, can be solved explicitly based on geometrical interpolation between the vehicle initial pose and the parking slot since the minimum turning radius can be known a priori.
Table 2
Basic path models When n = 4, an infinite number of solutions exist for a given initial pose as shown in Figure 5 (second image). The first straight line length t determines the subsequent segments directly. Therefore, we can work out the total travelling distance D with t as unknown based on geometry. Since the range of t can be estimated according to the road width and vehicle initial pose ( Figure 5 third image) , the problem becomes a minimisation problem with inequality constraints. However, due to the highly nonlinearity in the final expression of D, instead of solving it using the existing optimisation solvers, we just simply discretise t within its range with a step size of 10 cm and pick the t value yielding the minimal D. However, these basic models are not able to cover every single pose to give a feasible path. To solve this, we propose the following algorithm by making use of these basic ones.
7 The optimal path is selected as the one with the shortest travelling distance D.
To control the vehicle to follow the generated path, we apply SMC on the steering wheel. The controller will calculate a target steering angle to drive the vehicle position and orientation errors with respect to the target point to zero asymptotically. Velocity is not under the control of SMC. The model used to design the SMC is same as the one in Kalman filter. The position and orientation errors can be derived from the geometrical relationship as shown in Figure 6 .
The position error dynamics is 
in which k, P and Q are design parameters and must be positive for Lyapunov stability. Theoretically, k, P and Q can be calibrated and fine tuned based on the constraints and control performance. However, according to our experience, a fixed k and Q cannot work effectively to generate smooth control signals even though we have selected a continuous and smooth function in the design of sliding surface dynamics.
The main reason is due to the v terms in the denominator in (26). To get rid of the velocity impact, a varying Q and k are proposed as following, where Q′ and k′ are the new parameters to be tuned. Equation (28) is the resultant control law which can generate a smooth and fast response for path following.
( )
5 Experiment results
Test bed setup
To validate the proposed algorithm, we implemented it on Toyota COMS electrical vehicle (EV) (Figure 7) . The EV is a one seater vehicle with driving speed encoder and steering wheel position encoder which can be accessed through CAN. It also comes with an embedded PID controller on driving speed and P controller on steering position. The camera is mounted at the centre of the vehicle rear roof, pointing downwards at an angle of 48° from horizon and height of 1.55 m from the ground. Other related dimensions are shown in the schematic drawing in Figure 8 . Note that the minimum turning radius measured from the control point is about 3.5 m, which is large compared to the vehicle length. This means that under certain poses, a larger free space and a longer path are needed as it is not able to make sharp turns. With this hardware setup, the average time taking to finish one iteration is about 180 ms which is satisfactory for this low speed application. Majority of the time (85%) is taken by the image processing. Shown in Figure 10 is an example of the time taken for each iteration in one parking trial. The processing time varies with the image complexity.
Results on image processing
To evaluate the success rate of slot boundary identification, we adopt true positive rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR) as the evaluation indexes. True positive is the number of slot boundaries assigned correctly. False positive is the number of non-slot boundaries erroneously assigned as boundaries. For the example shown in Figure 11 (a), FP = 1. The formulas are shown below where i is the image index and n is the total number of images in one parking trial. 
To cover an enough number of samples, the evaluation is carried out based on 30 parking trials. Each trial consists of about 200 images on average. The overall TPR and FPR for each trial is illustrated in Figure 12 .
On average, the overall TPR is 80:8% and FPR is 0.9%. The small FPR indicates that the algorithm seldom interprets non-boundary pixels as boundary, which prevents inaccurate pose estimation. When the slot boundary is around the edge of the image [ Figure 11 (a)], due to the inaccurate convolution there, it is not able to be detected under some cases. This is the major reason why average overall TPR is only 81%. To investigate the pose estimation performance, we adopt the accuracy evaluation method proposed in Vestri et al. (2005) . The four vertices of the slot were chosen as the 3D reference points. Their coordinates in the 3D world coordinate system defined in Figure 3 can be easily measured. The error is defined as the average distance between the estimated and real position of the visible vertices in the image sequence. The average estimation error over the 30 trials are 0.011 m with maximum of 0.056 m.
Through the analysis, we show that the proposed image processing algorithm is capable of identifying parking slot boundaries at high success rate. The detection is reliable and robust.
Results on parking accuracy
Extensive experiments were carried out under different illumination situations to evaluate the robustness of the proposed algorithm. The situations include indoor car park where fluorescent lamp is the light source and open air car park during daytime, sunset and night time. A sample image from each situation is shown in Figure 13 to demonstrate the illumination intensities. Figure 14 illustrates an example on how the vehicle velocity, steering angle and orientation vary from frame to frame during one parking trial. In the second plot, the control signal from SMC does not follow the target steering wheel exactly and sometimes the signal is beyond the steering wheel turning constraints. This happens when the vehicle misses the transition point leading to an arc segment (Frame40 to Frame50). Due to the physical limit in steering, the vehicle is not able to get back to the desired path until the next segment (Frame50 to Frame80). This also explains why a simple non-adaptive steering wheel controller is not able to fulfil the task. Parking accuracy is assessed based on two indices, including the vehicle offset distance from the control point to the parking slot centre line and its orientation with respect to the parking slot direction. Fifty trials under each of the illumination conditions in Figure 13 were carried out with a variety of initial poses to better reflect the real parking situations. Figure 16 illustrates the absolute offset and orientation error for each trial under different illumination conditions. From both plots, we can see that the vision system adapts well to different illumination conditions as the final parking errors under each of the conditions are kept within an acceptable range. It is robust to illumination variation even when the image quality taken during night is so low. The RMS bar plot [Figure 17(a) ] also suggests the same observation. The overall RMS distance offset is 4.80 cm which is about half of the parking slot marking width and orientation deviation is 1.23° which is comparable to the parking slot corner angle distortion.
The overall standard deviation bar plot [Figure 17(b) indicates that the vision system can consistently provide accurate parking performance regardless the lighting conditions. The overall standard deviation for offset distance is 2.3 cm and for orientation deviation is 0.64°.
We also compared the parking results with those obtained from experienced human drivers. On top of the autonomous COMS shown in Figures 7 and 8 more manual COMS are shared among the staffs in our organisation. The COMS users are experienced in driving and parking since the sharing scheme has been carried out for almost two years. At the end of the day, after all the COMS are returned back to the centre hub, our team will go and measure their parking status based on the two indices. The results based on 50 data points show that the RMS distance offset is 8.12 cm and orientation deviation is 1.73°. Therefore, the proposed vision system outperforms the experienced drivers in general.
Just to highlight that there are other disturbances not being considered in the current vision system. All these will induce estimation errors in Kalman filter regression. But the final results infer that the impacts are not so obvious to this low speed application. This disturbance may include 1 inaccurate kinematic model 2 distortions in camera lens 3 vehicle dynamic components (slippage between ground and wheels).
Conclusions
We have proposed a full set of solutions for autonomous reverse parking based on camera vision. The low cost system has been verified that it is able to carry out the parking task reliably and robustly through extensive on-field experiments under various lighting conditions. The improvement on the ridge detector and the image processing algorithm guarantee that the visible parking slot markings can be extract accurately and correctly. The incorporation of Kalman filter in between consecutive images ensures the consistence in the parking slot marking detection and vehicle pose estimation.
The proposed approach tackles the autonomous reverse parking problem from practical and general perspectives, which ensures its feasibility to other vehicles. It can also be easily incorporated with other sensing systems to further expand its functionality and capability.
